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During the second half of 2018, between May and December 2018, roughly 28 billion
credential stuffing attempts have been detected, with retail websites being the main target
of credential abuse with 10 billion attempts.

As detailed in its 2019 State of the Internet / Retail Attacks and API Traffic report, Akamai
saw a drastic increase in the use of large scale botnets such as All-in-One (AIO) in
credential stuffing attacks with as many as 115 million attempts to log in or compromise
accounts per day only for retail targets.

According to Akamai, "The insidious AIO (all-in-one) bots hackers deploy which are multifunction tools that enable quick purchases by leveraging credential stuffing and a number of
evasion techniques, allowing a single AIO bot to have the ability to target more than 120
retailers at once."
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Account takeovers, the result of credential stuffing
attacks
Threat actors behind credential abuse attack campaigns have designed them to be
completely automated, using large collections of stolen user credentials bought from
undergrounds markets to take control of accounts that use the same username and
passwords on other online platforms.
Once they manage to reach the account takeover stage of the attack, attackers can either
sell the accounts they get access to on the same dark web marketplaces from where they
bought the stolen credentials or collect and sell the special perks received by retail
customers such as discount codes or limited edition items.
A successful AIO campaign may go completely undetected by a retailer, which might
see the online sales and record-setting transactions as proof its product is in
demand. They’ll have little to no indication that its inventory clearing was automated
and used to fuel a secondary-market or scrape information from its customers.
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While in most cases account takeovers (ATO) only lead to a few perks being lost by retail
customers, there are instances when a successful ATO will provide attackers with access to
the business details of a retailer or of organizations in the supply chain.

This is exponentially more dangerous given that it can be a stepping stone to spear
phishing or Business Email Compromise (BEC) attacks that can be the starts of huge
monetary losses if the threat actors behind the credential abuse attack are experienced
enough to take advantage, something that is almost always the case.

"The techniques change, but the motivation remains the same: greed," said Martin McKeay,
Senior Security Advocate at Akamai and Lead Author of the State of the Internet / Security
report. "Retailers remain on the front lines, because stolen merchandise sells quickly and at
a premium. And for that reason, the data shows which merchandise is of the highest value:
Apparel sites are targeted the most."
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Credential abuse also targeted the financial sector
Such attacks, if successful, will usually translate into the entire financial worth of victims
being "siphoned off, or having their entire financial profile packaged and sold."

As detailed in Akamai's analysis, "the United States led the pack when it comes to
credential stuffing source traffic, followed by Russia, Canada, Brazil, and India. Many of the
AIO bots used are developed in the United States, so it isn’t shocking to see it listed as the
top source."

On the other hand, when it comes to counting down the targets, "the United States is also at
the top of the list with 22.47 billion credential stuffing attacks tracked, followed by China
(2.01 billion), India (1.16 billion), Germany (792 million), and Canada (400 million)."
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Source countries for credential stuffing attacks
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Stolen credentials are an abundant resource
What's certain is that, for the time being, there is no shortage of readily available huge collections of
credentials such as the 87.18 GB Collection #1 one discovered during mid-January.
That data breach collection contained no less than 773 million unique email addresses and their
associated passwords, and, as discovered later, it was only a small part of a much larger 993 GB one,
was available for sale for only $45 and comprising credentials in the email:pass, user:pass, or
number:pass format.
More recently, on February 14, a batch of 127 million records stolen from eight companies was also put
up for sale on the Dream Market marketplace for the equivalent of $14,500 in bitcoin for the entire
collection of credentials.
That happened right after the same group also listed another batch of 620 million accounts earlier
during the week, swiped from 16 other companies and valued at around $20,000 in bitcoin.
Online platforms users can stay safe by never using passwords on more than one service at a time,
using a password manager, and turning on two-factor authentication (2FA) on all services that support
it.
Users should also subscribe to notification services such as Troy Hunt's haveibeenpwned.com to be
informed when one of their accounts is part of a security breach.

